
 

 
 

Report to: Environment Committee, 25th May 2021 
 

Report of: Corporate Director, Homes and Communities 
 

 
Subject: ARTERIAL ROUTES (KEY PROJECT) - UPDATE REPORT  

 
1. Recommendation 

 

1.1 That the Committee note the contents of this report and in particular the 
progress that has been made in respect of Arterial and Strategic Routes.  

2. Background 
 

2.1 In March 2017 Council agreed a Motion (submitted by Cllr Stafford) to address 
complaints around cleansing dual carriageways and a particular issue around the 
ongoing poor state of cleanliness on the A449.  

 
2.2 Subsequently in October 2017 this Committee approved a report that outlined the 

objectives of the Street Scene transformation project and that the strategic and 
arterial routes project and cleansing of the A449 would be considered as part of this. 

 

2.3 At its May 2020 meeting, this Committee approved a report that proposed to allocate 
£100,000 from the City Plan Fund to improve strategic and arterial routes in respect 

of litter bin provision and replacement, and the trialling of an arterial routes team.  
 

2.4 Furthermore, Committee also noted that future cleansing of the A449, including litter 

bin provision in laybys would be considered as part of the project. 
 

2.5 Members may recall that the review of Arterial Routes information was provided in a 
written ‘Members Brief’ on 20th May 2020. 

 

2.6 As part of this project the following items were proposed and were included within 
the briefing note, namely: 

 
1. Mechanical sweeping on a city-wide basis rather than by zones (including 

weekend sweeping); 

 
2. Replace litter bins on arterial routes including A449; 

 
3. Increase cleansing of A449; 
 

4. Explore enforcement powers for dealing with litter on highways; 
 

5. Improve partnership working/agreements with neighbouring authorities to 
clarify ownership, and 
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6. Review safe operating procedures for working on arterial and strategic routes 
and develop a schedule of proactive maintenance. 

 
3. Information  
 

3.1 This report provides an update on progress against each of the proposed items. 
 

3.2 Mechanical sweeping City-wide was trialled and has now been fully implemented, 
operating seven-days per week. Initially we faced some challenges with the 
reliability of the sweeping machines and the working patterns of the drivers; the 

machines have subsequently been replaced and new working patterns introduced 
which include weekend working requirements. 

 
3.3 A replacement programme for litter bins on arterial routes has been partially 

completed; the remaining litterbins are included within the ‘Capital Investment 
Programme – Litter Bins’ project; A report on this project was presented to this 
Committee in January 2021 but does now require review in light of increased football 

and use of public litter bins over the last few months linked to residents staying local 
and utilising parks and open spaces more. 

 
3.4 The cleansing of A449 has been increased in frequency; the Place Teams are now 

undertaking two cleanses per annum using third-party Traffic Management 

arrangements (see para 3.7); this is in addition to the two cleanses undertaken 
utilising County Council organised lane closures, thereby increasing the total number 

of cleanses to four per annum, as opposed to two previously undertaken. 
 

3.5 Place Teams are working more closely with City Council Enforcement team to report 

incidents of litter and fly tipping on the highway, and this has produced some 
positive results. This will continue to be kept under review. 

 
3.6 The council has finalised arrangements with all but one of its neighbouring District 

Councils around cleansing of key cross border locations; conversations continue to 

progress with Wychavon District Council in respect of one remaining site with a view 
to finalising arrangements as soon as possible. 

 
3.7 Members may recall that the original plan was for Environmental Operations to 

directly employ a two-person team to focus on any high risk and practically difficult 

areas of cleansing where Traffic Management was required. 
 

3.8 However, following further review, and difficulties with recruitment, a third-party, 
specialised company, now provide Traffic Management arrangements on a pre-
arranged basis with Place Team actually undertaking cleansing work. Although cost 

saving was not a factor in the decision to use a third-party specialist, these 
arrangements are less costly than direct employment. 

 
3.9 Good progress has been made against each of the items that formed part of this 

project and moving forward these will be kept under review and monitored by the 

Environmental Operations Management Team. 
 

Ward(s):   All 
Contact Officer:  Mark Baylis, Environmental Operations Manager 
                                       (Street Scene) Email: mark.baylis@worcester.gov.uk 

                                       Tel: 01905 752965 
Background Papers: None  
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